
As a service to you, we offer to recycle your scrap expanded polystyrene. In order to qualify for 
this service, the following guidelines must be met:

You must request a scrap PU when placing your order. We will let you know if it is 
possible to schedule that with your delivery. We prefer to pick up your recycling 
materials when you have accumulated a half or full truckload to send back to our 
facility (30-60 bags).

All scrap EPS must be in CLEAR poly bags, 72" x 78". No oversize or small bags 
will be accepted. All bags MUST be tied shut with a single knot. DO NOT overfill 
or tape bags closed. Boxed material cannot be accepted. Our driver must be 
able to see through the bag to examine it while it is being loaded on our truck. 
As a convenience for our customers, we inventory Gaylord bags which may be 
purchased by the roll at cost. Please inquire about current pricing.

Wet bags or material cannot be accepted. The outside of the bags cannot be dirty.

Scrap EPS may not be contaminated with any other product or any other types 
of foam i.e. pink, gray, green, blue or soft foams. NO floor sweepings, used cups, 
food containers, cigarette butts, tape, labels, glue, dirt, soda cans, corrugated, 
paper, concrete, garbage, nails, etc. Material MUST be CLEAN!! Any contamination 
can result in malfunctioning machinery and possible injury to our operators.

All bags MUST have your company name either written on with black magic 
marker or a label.

Any material that must be sorted and/or disposed of in a landfill will be invoiced 
accordingly.

Our operators have been instructed not to load any material onto our trucks that does not meet the 
above guidelines. Failure to comply with the above is a safety hazard for employees, risks equipment 
damage and may cause termination of scrap removal services.

Thank you for your business and cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions, please feel free 
to contact ICA customer service.


